Repeated performance of visual tasks leads to long-lasting increased sensitivity to the trained stimulus, a phenomenon termed perceptual learning. A ubiquitous property of visual learning is specificity: performance improvement obtained during training applies only for the trained stimulus features, which are thought to be encoded in sensory brain regions [1] [2] [3] . However, recent results show performance decrements with an increasing number of trials within a training session [4, 5] . This selective sensitivity reduction is thought to arise due to sensory adaptation [5, 6] . Here we show, using the standard texture discrimination task [7] , that location specificity is a consequence of sensory adaptation; that is, it results from selective reduced sensitivity due to repeated stimulation. Observers practiced the texture task with the target presented at a fixed location within a background texture. To remove adaptation, we added task-irrelevant (''dummy'') trials with the texture oriented 45 relative to the target's orientation, known to counteract adaptation [8] .
Perceptual learning occurs as a result of repeated performance with simple visual stimuli, lines, and textures, thought to be encoded in sensory brain regions. It is known to be highly specific [1] [2] [3] . Extended exposure to such stimuli reduces performance during the training session [4, 5] , as in sensory adaptation [9] , and impedes learning [5] . Visual adaptation affects perception at multiple levels of processing, on a wide range of spatial and temporal scales [9] . Here we examined, using the orientation-based texture discrimination task (Figure 1 ), whether these online adaptive processes affect learning specificity, a defining feature of perceptual learning. Of particular relevance here is adaptation to oriented contrast (gratings), leading to orientation-selective sensitivity reduction [10] . Greenlee and Magnussen [8] found reduced contrast adaptation when the presentation of the adapting grating was interleaved with the presentation of a second grating having a 45 orientation offset. Motivated by this result, we thought to reduce adaptation effects in texture learning by interleaving the test trials with trials containing texture stimuli oriented 45 away from the texture targets ( Figure 2C ), These trials did not contain a target, because adaptation-like effects are considered to depend on mere exposure to the adapting pattern independent of the task [6] , thus, they were termed here ''dummy'' trials.
Observers (n = 55) performed the texture discrimination task (Figure 1 , see the Experimental Procedures). Four daily sessions with the target at one location were followed by four daily sessions with a second target location. In the first experiment, we compared the specificity of learning following standard training to the specificity following reduced adaptation training. One group of observers was trained with the standard training paradigm (''standard,'' n = 7). For two additional groups, the adaptation during training was reduced. The two separate groups (''245,'' n = 7; ''+45,'' n = 5) were added background-only dummy trials, which were oriented 645 relative to the targets' local orientation and interleaved randomly with standard trials. These dummy trials served to reduce adaptation (see Figure 2C ). The dummy trials contained no target, but the observers were requested to respond by providing a random response. Figure 2A presents learning curves under the ''standard'' and ''645'' conditions, using three thresholds for each daily session to capture learning dynamics within and between days. Thresholds at the first third of the first day (th1) were similar across the conditions. By the fourth day, all groups improved their stimulus onset asynchrony (SOA) threshold; they converged to the same performance level at the last third of the fourth day (th12). The learning curves indicate a faster learning rate under the ''645'' condition than under the ''standard'' condition, thus confirming the effectiveness of the dummy trials in reducing adaptation-driven threshold deteriorations (a detailed analysis is presented below, Figure 4 ). For the ''standard'' group, the threshold increased at the beginning of day 5 (th13) to the initial level obtained on the first day (Figure 2 ), displaying complete location specificity of learning. Learning at the new location was faster compared with the first location, in accordance with previous reports [11] . However, most remarkably, the average threshold of the 645 groups at the beginning of day 5 (th13) was comparable to that obtained at the end of day 4, showing transfer of learning.
To confirm that the effects observed are not merely due to the increased time interval between target trials or to the insertion of dummy trials, we tested two additional conditions: ''spaced'' (n = 7), where a gap of 4 s was enforced between consecutive standard trials, and ''90'' (n = 5), where dummy trials were orthogonal to the target bars' orientation, a condition that is not expected to reduce target adaptation [8] (though being 45 from the background is expected to affect the background adaptation). The results of all five groups are presented in Figure 2B . A two-way repeated-measures ANOVA indicated a significant group 3 session interaction (F 16,92 = 1.92, p = 0.03) in which three critical points: th1, th12, and th13 in all the experiments were compared (see the statistical analysis in the Experimental Procedures). Next, we compared the within-group performance level in th1, th12, and th13 for each group separately. A significant amount of learning was obtained throughout the 4 days of training for all five groups (p < 0.05; the same criterion holds for the following analysis as well). Learning in the ''standard,'' ''90,'' *Correspondence: dov.sagi@weizmann.ac.il and the ''spaced'' groups was location-specific, as manifested by the significant difference between the last session at the first location (th12) and the first session at the second location (th13), whereas th1 and the13 were not significantly different. In the ''245'' and ''+45'' groups, learning generalized to the untrained retinal location; here the thresholds points th12 and th13 showed no significant difference, whereas both significantly differ from th1. These two groups, one of which had the target's background as the dummy stimulus, showed no significant difference. This suggests that specificity is a consequence of sensory adaptation; specificity was replicated in the standard paradigm; it was not affected by doubling the intertrial interval, yet it complies with several adaptation-driven predictions.
Next, we assessed the locality of the effects, keeping in mind that sensory adaptation affects only the retinal location stimulated. Locality was tested here by (1) constructing ''local 245'' stimuli (5 3 5 texture elements), and (2) ''locally spaced'' stimuli from ''245'' stimuli by removing a small stimulus region (5 3 5 texture elements) centered at the target location (Figure 3A) . The ''locally spaced'' (n = 5) stimulus was specific because the results of both th1 and th13 were significantly higher than those of th12. The ''local 245'' (n = 5) group showed a significant amount of learning with th13 not significantly different from either th1 or th12. A transfer-like behavior is indicated by th13 being much closer to th12 than to th1. These results confirm that the critical determinant of specificity is local adaptation.
To examine whether the assumed adaptation requires target repetition at a fixed location or whether it can develop with the target presented at different locations during the training session, we added to the standard method trials with the target presented at a second location (''2-loc,'' n = 7). Under this condition, the target was presented in one of two locations, randomized across trials with background orientation kept constant (see the Experimental Procedure). Observers performed the discrimination task at both locations. Under this condition, each target location was exposed to background elements (as under the ''245'' dummy condition) when the other location was stimulated; hence removing local adaptation, but not global, predicts the transfer of learning. The number of trials per location was preserved in one group but was doubled in another group (''2-loc long,'' n = 7). Results showed a complete transfer to two untrained locations under the ''2-loc'' and ''2-loc long'' conditions because th12 and th13 were not significantly different and both were significantly different from th1, indicating both learning and transfer. Thus, adaptation here reflects a low-level local sensory process rather than a high-level location invariant process.
Considering all nine groups in this report and comparing the thresholds between groups for each session (th1, th12, and th13) separately revealed (see the statistical analysis in Experimental Procedures) that all groups had similar initial thresholds (th1), converged to a similar threshold (on th12), but were dissociated into two nonoverlapping clusters according to their sensitivity to a change in target location: specific and nonspecific (on th13). Experimental groups in these clusters are defined by the stimulus parameter controlling the sensory adaptation-one cluster includes the ''245'' groups (local and full-screen), ''+45'' and the ''2-loc'' groups; the other cluster includes the ''standard,'' ''spaced,'' ''locally spaced,'' and ''90.'' The presence of adaptation in the specific groups is clearly seen in the dynamics of learning, as depicted in Figure 4 , showing within-session performance deteriorations during the first 2 days, unlike the nonspecific groups for which performance improves monotonically within and between training sessions groups (''2-loc long'' was excluded due to time-scale differences). We compared within-day changes between these specific and nonspecific groups at two time intervals: (1) the initial stage of each day (th1-th2 and th4-th5, each difference is a group mean) and (2) the last stage of each day (th2-th3 and th5-th6). For the first interval, there was no significant difference between the specific and the nonspecific groups (see the statistical analysis in Experimental Procedures), indicating equal learning with a small number of trials. However, the second interval was significantly larger in the specific groups as compared with that of the nonspecific groups. Comparing the within-group changes during the second interval of each day revealed that whereas the specific groups showed significant deteriorations, the nonspecific group's differences were negligible. This result confirms the effectiveness of our antiadaptation procedure, extending Greenlee and Magnussen's findings [8] to line textures.
Discussion
Stimulus specificity in perceptual learning poses a major challenge to our understanding of cortical plasticity. Importantly, perceptual learning, or skill learning in general, should be nonspecific in order for it to be applicable in brain rehabilitation. Thus, considerable effort is being made to understand the cause of specificity and to determine those conditions under which generalization can be achieved [12, 13] . Here we found location specificity only under experimental conditions producing sensory adaptation (increased thresholds within a training session) and generalization under unadapted conditions (Figure 4) . Hence, our results clearly show that the location specificity of texture learning depends on local sensory adaptation. This conclusion suggests that the previous results regarding the transfer properties of perceptual learning are now interpreted differently. More transfer of learning was observed during an initial phase of training with a small number of trials [14] , with shorter training sessions [15] , during practice with easy tasks [16] using coarse discrimination [17] , or when different stimuli and tasks were mixed [18] . We suggest that these results can be explained by the amount of stimulation required for the adaptation effect to build up, which depends on the number of repetitions and on the degree of similarity between the stimuli used during training. Specificity is predicted in experiments with many repetitions and with a high degree of similarity between the presented stimuli (such as in difficult discriminations). Learning specificity was shown to be independent of stimulus contrast [17] , implying that the repetition effect observed here cannot be solely explained by a reduced neuronal response level due to adaptation. A brain mechanism that can account for the present findings consists of a low-level visual network into which image features are mapped and a classifier-a readout mechanism that learns to perform the discrimination task based on the output of the visual network [19, 20] . It is further assumed that the low-level inputs to the classifier can be selected based on task relevancy (i.e., target location [21] , but it is not assumed here that this selection process affects learning specificity [22] ). The degree of generalization obtained by such a learning mechanism depends on the homogeneity of the low-level network, that is, whether its response to local stimuli is space invariant [20] . We suggest that spatial invariance depends on the level of adaptation-unadapted low-level networks produce space-invariant responses, whereas adapted networks undergo local plasticity [23] that increases the contribution of properties specific to local connectivity. Accordingly, a classifier that successfully learns one adapted location will fail to generalize to another. The learning observed across days under the adapted conditions, showing an ability of the classifier to cope with stimuli presented both at the start and the end of a training session, may imply long-term effects of local adaptation, persisting over days, previously observed with contingent visual adaptation [24, 25] and with texture stimuli similar to those that were used here [26] . Imaging studies showed the latter to be correlated with localized blood oxygen level-dependent signals in Figure S2. (B) Results with the target in 1 of 2 locations, with 252 (n = 7) and 504 (n = 7) trials per location, respectively, ruling out adaptation due to target repetition at a nontopographic cortical region. *'s denote unique (p < 0.05) thresholds within each group. Error bars represent SEM.
the primary visual cortex [27, 28] . In addition, a dynamic classifier may capture the changing pattern of low-level activity during the training session, thus learning a mixture of the adapted and unadapted codes. Such a learning process can benefit from previous experience with the unadapted code [26, 29] , explaining both the equal performances achieved under the adapted and unadapted conditions after learning and the faster learning encountered at the second location ( Figure 4 ). Our results with texture discrimination point to sensory adaptation as a critical factor for location-specific learning. Because these adaptation effects are task independent and take place with passive exposure [6] , location specificity is also expected for task-irrelevant learning [30] .
It was previously shown that extensive training leads to increased thresholds and decreases learning over an extended time, which is partly counteracted by sleep and is possibly related to memory consolidation [4] [5] [6] . Here we established a phenomenological link between these deteriorative effects and sensory adaptation, suggesting that these two poorly understood processes reflect neuronal plasticity within local sensory networks.
Experimental Procedures Stimuli and Tasks
We used a standard texture stimulus (Figure 1 ) consisting of a target frame (10 ms) followed by patterned masks (100 ms) [7] . Observers had to judge the arrangement (horizontal or vertical) of a peripheral array consisting of three diagonal bars (i.e., the target) embedded in a background of horizontal bars (19 3 19, 0.5 3 0.035 each spaced 0.72 apart). The target position was centered at 5.3 of a visual angle from the center of the display. The display size was 14 by 13.5 of visual angle, viewed from a distance of 100 cm. Fixation was enforced by a forced-choice letter discrimination task between a ''T'' and an ''L,'' at the center of the display. The time-interval between target stimulus and mask (SOA), ranging from 10 to 300 ms (10, 20, 40, 60, 80, 100, 120, 140, 160, 180, 200 , 220, 260, 300) was randomized across trials. Mask patterns were 19 3 19 arrays of randomly oriented ''V'' patterns, having an isotropic orientation spectrum (not affecting the orientation-dependent adaptation effect, possibly adding noise). Using random SOA instead of the previously used gradually decreasing SOA method [7] enabled us to measure threshold changes within a daily session and to probe online changes in performance.
Observers and Procedures
Fifty-five naïve paid students with normal or corrected-to-normal vision participated in this study. All provided an informed consent, under the approved Declaration of Helsinki. There were four daily sessions (252 trials each) with the target at one location, followed by four daily sessions with a second target location. Observers were informed about target locations. For the ''245,'' ''+45,'' ''90,'' ''locally spaced,'' and ''local 245'' groups, 252 background-only trials were added randomly. Observers were informed about the presence of these dummy (no-target) trials. In the ''2-loc'' and ''2-loc long'' experiments, the target appeared with equal probability at one of two locations, at the upper-left or lower-right quadrant of the display. Specificity was tested on the fifth day with the target presented at the lower-left or at the upper-right quadrant of the display (see also Table S2 and Figure S2 available online).
Data Analysis
Discrimination thresholds were estimated using Weibull fitting to the measured psychometric functions [5] :
where P(t) is the measured probability of correct response, t represents the varied experimental parameter (SOA in msecs), T is the estimated discrimination threshold presented in the Results section, b describes the estimated slope of the psychometric function, and fe is the estimated finger error parameter (0 < fe < 1), taking into account stimulusindependent errors (e.g., attention lapses, response-key confusion). We computed three consecutive thresholds for each daily session. For each observer, each threshold is based on 84 target trials distributed across 14 SOA settings. Exceptions are the ''2-loc'' experiment, where the total number of target trials was doubled and the ''2-loc long'' experiment, where the total number of target trials was quadrupled (see also Figure S1 and Table S1 ). ANOVA was performed on log-transformed SOA thresholds due to unequal variance. The figures display the pretransformed data. A two-way repeated-measures ANOVA was used to reveal significant group 3 session interactions (see the text), after which we compared, for each group independently, within group thresholds at points th1, th12, and th13. One-way ANOVA with repeated-measures indicated a significant day effect for all groups (''standard'': A subsequent post hoc multiple comparison Fisher least significant difference (LSD) test was performed, using a comparison error rate of 0.05. One-way ANOVA tests, in which all groups for each session were compared separately, indicated no difference between groups in the first (th1, F 8,46 = 0.29, p = 0.97) and last (th12, F 8,46 = 0.86, p = 0.55) days of training at the first location (see Figure 4) . However, a significant difference between the groups was found on the fifth day (th13, F 8,46 = 5.34, p < 0.01, Tukey HSD post hoc).
Within-day changes between specific and nonspecific groups (see Figure 4) were assessed using unpaired two-tailed Student's t tests for the first interval [t(13) = 20.5, p = 0.6] and one-tailed for the second interval [t(13) = 22.2, p = 0.02]. Within-group changes during the second interval of each day were assessed using unpaired one-tailed Student's t tests for the specific groups [t(7) = 22.5, p = 0.02] and two-tailed for the nonspecific groups [t(7) = 0.3, p = 0.8].
Supplemental Information
Supplemental Information includes two figures, two tables, and Supplemental Experimental Procedures and can be found with this article online at http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cub.2012.07.059. The two curves were constructed by separately averaging learning curves from experiments yielding specific and nonspecific learning (n = 24 each). For specific learning, unlike nonspecific learning, thresholds increased after w160 target trials at days 1 and 2 (* represents significant within-day differences between groups, see the text). Error bars represent SEM.
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